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Abstract

Plan recognition has traditionally been developed for
logically encoded application domains with a focus on
logical reasoning. In this paper, we present an inte-
grated plan-recognition model that combines low-level
sensory readings with high-level goal inference. A two-
level architecture is proposed to infer a user’s goals in
a complex indoor environment using an RF-based wire-
less network. The novelty of our work derives from our
ability to infer a user’s goals from sequences of sig-
nal trajectory, and the ability for us to make a trade-
off between model accuracy and inference efficiency.
The model relies on a dynamic Bayesian network to in-
fer a user’s actions from raw signals, and an N-gram
model to infer the users’ goals from actions. We present
a method for constructing the model from the past data
and demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed solu-
tion through empirical studies using some real data that
we have collected.

Introduction
As the pervasive computing technology becomes more
and more mature, different context-aware applications have
emerged. A variety of techniques are now available for sens-
ing the location of an individual using GPS devices, active
badges, motion detectors, mobile phones and PDA’s in wire-
less networks. Using these systems, an individual’s location
can be tracked in a pervasive computing environment. On
observing a user’s past and current mobile sensory readings,
it is natural to ask: where is the user likely to visit in the
next while? What is the user trying to do? What is the ulti-
mate goal of the user?

The above questions are instances of inferring high-level
user-behavior patterns from low-level sensory data through
location-based plan recognition. Being able to accomplish
this task is critical to many applications. For people suffer-
ing from various cognitive limitations in hospitals and care
facilities, the technique can discover when a person’s behav-
ior is out of the norm and provide help in a timely manner
(Patterson et al. 2003). For shoppers in a busy business envi-
ronment such as a shopping mall, services and products can
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be offered not only according to the people’s current loca-
tion, but also according to their intended actions and goals.

Despite the potentially wide range of applications,
location-based plan recognition remains a difficult task. One
reason is that the location itself is often inferred from low-
level sensory data, but often such data provides ambiguous
information, making it impossible to obtain accurate estima-
tion. This is particularly the case in a wireless LAN, in-door
environment. Another source of difficulty is that the users’
behavior is often inherently ambiguous. For example, a pro-
fessor in an academic building may follow a route by which
he walks through a sequence of hallways and then reaches
some location in the office area. However, his intention and
subsequent behavior can be quite different depending on not
just his current location but his entire trace as well as the
time and data of his activities. Depending on his goals he
may wish to attend a seminar or to go to a printer.

In this paper, we address the problem of inferring a user’s
high-level goals from low-level mobile data in an indoor en-
vironment, where a wireless LAN is available. The nov-
elty of our work can be seen from several aspects. First, in
the pervasive computing literature, an important focus has
been to determine and track a user’s location from sensory
data. Examples include the use of GPS, ultrasonic-based
systems, infrared-based systems (Fox et al. 2002) and radio
frequency (RF)- based systems (Bahl & Padmanabhan 2000;
Youssef, Agrawala, & Shankar 2003; Ladd et al. 2002).
Among these systems, the RF-based systems utilize an un-
derlying wireless network to estimate the location of users,
which has gained more attention recently, especially for in-
door applications. Unlike infrared-based systems, RF-based
techniques can provide more ubiquitous coverage, and do
not require additional expensive hardware since many build-
ings are already equipped with IEEE 802.11b wireless Eth-
ernet. Following this tradition, in our work, we utilize the
data gathered from an RF-based wireless LAN. However,
so far there has been a lack of study on the problem of infer-
ring a user’s high-level goals from low-level sensory data. In
fact, as observed in (Patterson et al. 2003), having a good un-
derstanding about a user’s high-level behavior patterns and
goals will help in estimating the user’s current locations.

Second, in the artificial intelligence area, recognizing
complex high-level behavior has traditionally been the fo-
cus of plan recognition (Kautz & Allen 1986; Lesh & Et-
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zioni 1995). A Bayesian network was used for plan recogni-
tion in story understanding in (Charniak & Goldman 1993).
In (Blaylock & Allen 2003), a corpus-based N-gram model
was proposed to predict the goal from a given sequence of
command actions in the UNIX domain. In addition, other
advanced stochastic models for recognizing high-level be-
havior were proposed such as Dynamic Bayesian Networks
(DBNs) (Albrecht, Zukerman, & Nicholson 1998) and Prob-
abilistic State Dependent Grammars (Pynadath & Wellman
2000). However, most of the work in plan recognition has
been restricted to the high level for inference, and the chal-
lenge of dealing with low-level sensor models has not been
addressed.

Only in recent years, attempts have been made to integrate
high-level behavior models with low-level sensor models.
The work of (Patterson et al. 2003) presented an approach by
applying a Bayesian model to predict a user’s transportation
mode based on location readings from GPS devices in an ur-
ban environment. One feature of the GPS technology is that
it can directly provide the information of locations more ac-
curately. In contrast, in our problem, only RF-based signal-
strength values from multiple sensor sources are available.
Moreover, the signal itself is highly unstable and is affected
by the environment to a large extent. Therefore, it is a chal-
lenging task to build a model that is both accurate and effi-
cient using such noisy signals. Similarly, the activity maps
developed in (Demirdjian et al. 2002) used computer vision
to detect the users’ non-transient behavior through spatial-
temporal clustering.

In this paper, we present an architecture for inferring a
user’s high-level actions and goals from data obtained in the
context of a popular RF-based wireless network in complex
indoor environments. We build on the work of (Patterson et
al. 2003), where a DBN is applied for inferring actions from
traces of signals. On top of this framework, we provide a
novel two-level hierarchy to enable the inference of goals
from actions efficiently and accurately. Instead of directly
applying a multi-level DBN model, which does not scale
well for increasing numbers of goals, we provide a simple
N-gram inference method for inferring goals from action se-
quences. We show that this model is more efficient than a
monolithic DBN model, and is almost as accurate as a DBN
model. One advantage of our architecture is that high-level,
common sense knowledge can be easily incorporated into
the reasoning process.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We begin
by providing an overview of the problem domain. Then we
present a DBN solution to the recognition problem. We then
propose a two-level model that is more efficient but can
achieve almost the same accuracy as the DBN. We describe
experimental results in a real office environment. Finally we
discuss conclusions and some directions for future work.

Overview of Problem Domain
In this section, we first describe the problem domain in de-
tail. The layout of the environment is shown in Figure 1. In
the figure, several base stations with known Media Access
Control (MAC) addresses are marked with double concrete
circles.

Environmnt Settting

Entrance 1

Entrance 2

Entrance 3

HW1HW3

HW5 HW4

HW2

HW6

HW7

Office

P & S
Room2

P & S
Room1

Areas: Office, Room1 and Room2
  for Printing and Seminar

Entrances: Entrance 1 ~ 3
HWs: HallWay 1 ~ 7
CPs: Crossway Point as indicated
                              by blank circles
BSs: Base Stations as indicated by
                   double concrete circles

Figure 1: The Layout of Office Area

After collecting sequences of signals from the base sta-
tions and labelling each sequence with its intended goal, we
obtain a database of a user’s historic traces to achieve differ-
ent goals as given in Table 1. Each trace, corresponding to
a single goal, records a sequence of observed signals where
each element of the trace is a vector. At each time instant ti,
the vector consists of several pairs of MAC addresses and
signals from the corresponding base stations where the sig-
nals can be detected by a wireless device. For example, we
can see from Table 1 that at the time point t2, the signal-
strength values of three base stations for the first trace are
56, 30 and 62, respectively.

Trace Observed Signal Sequences Goal
# t1 t2 ... tk

(b1:57) (b1:56) (b1:55) (b1:52)
1 (b2:33) (b2:30) (b2:36) (b2:62) G1

(b3:51) (b3:62) (b3:56) (b3:47)
(b1:62) (b1:39) (b1:46) (b1:41)

2 (b2:57) (b2:41) (b2:45) (b2:43) G2

(b3:55) (b3:32) (b3:43) (b3:27)

Table 1: An Example of Trace Database

A user’s behavior model can be built based on these la-
belled historic sensory data. A user’s behavior is represented
as a sequence of actions to achieve a goal in the high level.
There are 11 actions and 19 goals of a professor’s behav-
ior in this environment. To illustrate, examples of actions
include “Walk-in-HW1”, “Enter-Room1” and “Print”. Out
of the 19 goals, we illustrate using four examples of goals.
G1 = “Seminar-in-Room1”: a professor leaves his office,
walks through hallways HW1, HW3, HW4, and enters the
P&S Room1 to attend a seminar there; G2 = “Print-in-
Room1”: he follows the same route as before, but he goes
to get some printed material from a printer in P&S Room1;
G3 = “Seminar-in-Room2”: the professor leaves his office,
walks through hallways HW1, HW3 and HW6 and then en-
ters P&S Room2 for attending a seminar; G4 = “Return-to-
Office”: he returns to his office after teaching a course via
hallways HW5, HW4, HW3 and HW1.
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The high-level goal-recognition problem is, given a new
sequence of observed signals received from multiple base
stations while a user is moving, infer the most probable high-
level goal or intention of the user. For example, when a new
sequence of signals < (b1 : 48)(b2 : 60)(b3 : 32) ><
(b1 : 45)(b2 : 59)(b3 : 35) > . . . is observed, we would
like to infer which goal the user is most probably pursuing
currently, G1 or G2.

However, subject to reflection, refraction, diffraction and
absorption by structures and even human bodies, the sig-
nal propagation suffers from severe multi-path fading effects
in an indoor environment (Hashemi 1993). As a result, the
signal-strength value received from the same base station
varies with time even at a fixed location, and the number
of base stations covering a location varies with time. There-
fore, the goal- recognition problem is complicated due to the
noisy characteristics of signals.

DBN for Action and Goal Recognition
We first model the goal-recognition problem based on the
framework of Dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) (Dean &
Kanazawa 1989; Murphy 2002a). A DBN extends Bayesian
networks by including a temporal dimension. It consists of
a sequence of Bayesian networks to represent the world. At
each time slice, exactly the same Bayesian network is used
to model the dependencies among variables. In addition to
the intra-slice connections in the Bayesian network, inter-
slice connections are also required to represent temporal de-
pendencies in consecutive time slices.

St

At

Gt

Signals

Action

State/
Location

Goal

St-1

At-1

Gt-1

SS1t-1 SSkt-1SSit-1 SS1t SSit SSkt

Sensor
Model

Action
Model

... ... ... ...

Figure 2: Two Time-slice DBN Model

The DBN model shown in Figure 2 is adopted to model
our goal-recognition problem. It shows two time slices num-
bered t and t − 1 respectively in our behavior model. The
shaded nodes SSit represent the strength variables of sig-
nals received from multiple base stations, which are directly
observable. All the other variables - the physical location St

of the user, the action At the user is taking and the goal Gt

the user is pursuing - are hidden, with the values to be in-
ferred from the raw signals. The dependencies among these
nodes are shown in two kinds of directed links: solid links
for intra-slice connections and dashed links for inter-slice

connections. The network consists of two parts: a sensor
model and an action model. At the bottom, a sensor model
is used for location estimation based on sensory readings;
while on the top, an action model is constructed for infer-
ring actions and, subsequently, goals from the estimated lo-
cations. In the framework, two models are integrated by the
location nodes that bridge the low-level evidence in terms of
signal-strength values with the high-level actions and goals.

Sensor Model
An important component of the DBN framework is the
sensor model for estimating locations based on the signals
received from multiple base stations. Regarding the DBN
structure, in the time slice t, the links from the node St in
the location layer (states) to nodes SSit

in the observation
layer (signals) mean that the received signals are dependent
on the actual physical location of the user in the current en-
vironment. The links are associated with probability distri-
butions that reflect the uncertainty involved due to the noisy
characteristics of the signals.

To build the sensor model, we model the world as a finite
location-state space S = {s1, . . . , sn} with a finite obser-
vation space O = {o1, . . . , om}. The sensor model is de-
fined to be a predicted model of the conditional probabilities
Pr(oj |si), the likelihood of observing some sensory mea-
surement oj ∈ O at state si ∈ S. The state space S is defined
as a set of physical grid points on the floor map:

S = {s1 = (x1, y1), . . . , sn = (xn, yn)}.

An observation oj in the observation space O consists of a
set of signal-strength measurements received from k base
stations respectively. We represent each observation oj at a
particular state si as a vector:

oj =< (b1, ss1), . . . , (bk, ssk) > .

where bp represents the pth base station and ssp is the aver-
age signal-strength value received from the pth base station.

Our on-site calibration revealed that it would be improper
to impose some commonly used assumptions that use Gaus-
sian or some other predefined statistical distributions to fit
signal distribution, a point also made by (Roos et al. 2002).
Therefore, we adopted a simpler but more robust scheme of
directly sampling the conditional probabilities. We recorded
the signal-strength values at each grid point si and built a
histogram of observed signal- strength values for each base
station. A conditional probability Pr(ssp|bp, si) was calcu-
lated for each base station, which is the probability that the
base station bp has the average signal-strength value ssp at
the state si. By making an independence assumption among
signals from different base stations, we compute the condi-
tional probability of receiving a particular observation oj at
state si as

Pr(oj |si) =
k∏

p=1

Pr(ssp|bp, si).

Action Model
After the sensor model is built, the next issue is to auto-
matically construct the action model for inferring high-level
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actions and goals. In the DBN structure, the links from the
node G to the node A mean that a goal is achieved by car-
rying out a sequence of actions, and the links from the node
A to the node S mean that an action takes place in some lo-
cations. The action At that a user takes at the time slice t
depends on his action At−1 and his location St−1 at the pre-
vious time slice, as well as the goal Gt he is currently aim-
ing at. By making use of the domain knowledge such as the
number of location states, the number of actions and goals,
we use an EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird, & B.Rubin 1977)
on the training sequences of signals to learn the conditional
probabilities among the nodes in the DBN.

A Two-Level Recognition Model
Despite the power and flexibility of the DBN in providing
a coherent modelling framework, a DBN model does suf-
fer from certain disadvantages. Chiefly among them is that
the complexity of the model is exponential in the number
of hidden states. A large number of parameters need to be
estimated and as a result a large data set is required to ob-
tain statistically meaningful results. Therefore, to meet the
needs of the real-time goal recognition, we wish to find a
tradeoff between the expressive power of DBN and infer-
ence efficiency. We achieve this tradeoff in terms of several
adaptations.

First, the users’ behavior is often inherently ambiguous
in our office environment. A typical example is that the ac-
tivities taking place in the same location cannot be distin-
guished solely based on locations. Therefore, we introduce
the concept of the time duration. In the framework of DBN,
a semi-Markov structure can be appended to allow hidden
states to have variable durations (Murphy 2002a). The ba-
sic idea is that each state emits a sequence of observations
and the state duration can be specified. In a DBN, duration
nodes can be added to explicitly represent how long a user
has been in one state (Murphy 2002b). Although the condi-
tional probability of these nodes is deterministic (counting
the time steps spent in one state), inference is still linear in
the maximum number of steps spent in a state. Therefore, to
achieve the inference efficiency, we have to reduce the num-
ber of the sampled time points. However, this in turn has the
damaging effect of reducing the accuracy.

Second, in order to achieve the tradeoff between accu-
racy and computational complexity, we propose a novel two-
level architecture that separates the whole DBN model into
two parts: a low-level DBN model and a high-level N-gram
model. As shown in Figure 3, the low-level DBN model
starts from the observation layer to the action layer. The
high-level N-gram model is applied to infer the goals from
actions. The N-gram-based inference is a simple and yet ef-
fective technique that has shown great success in natural lan-
guage processing (NLP)(see, e.g. (Chen & Goodman 1996)).

Given a sequence of observations o1, o2, . . . , ot ob-
tained up to time t, the low-level DBN model is respon-
sible for computing the most possible action sequence
A1, A2, . . . , At. This task is performed by using the junc-
tion tree algorithm (Murphy 2002a). After this, the next task
is to infer the most likely goal. We define this task of goal
recognition as follows: given an estimated action sequence

A1,A2, ... , At

Low-Level
Model

High-Level
Model

N-gram
Behavior Recognizer

A1 A2 At

S1 S2 St

SS11 SSk1 SS1t SSkt... ...

...

Figure 3: Two-Level Recognition Model

A1, A2, . . . , At obtained so far, infer the most likely goal
G∗:

G∗ = arg max P (G|A1, A2, . . . , At)

= arg max P (G|A1:t).

By applying the Bayes’ Rule, the above formula becomes:

G∗ = arg max
P (A1:t|G)P (G)

P (A1:t)

= arg max P (A1:t|G)P (G)

where the term P (A1:t) is a constant and can be dropped.
Since each action lasts for some duration, we can

represent the action sequence in a more compact form:
A1

D1
, A2

D2
, . . . , Am

Dm
, where in each time segment Di, the

same action Ai is taken. Note that the sum of durations Di

is equal to the current time t:
∑m

i=1
Di = t.

Furthermore, by using the Chain Rule, the calculation of
P (A1:t|G) can be expanded as follows:

G∗ = arg max P (Am
Dm

|Am−1

Dm−1
, . . . , A1

D1
, G) ·

P (Am−1

Dm−1
|Am−2

Dm−2
, . . . , A1

D1
, G) · · ·P (A1

D1
|G).

Since the estimation of these conditional probabilities are
computationally expensive, we propose to use a simpler N-
gram model: the action segment Ai

Di
only depends on the

goal G and the n − 1 action segments Ai−n+1

Di−n+1
, . . . , Ai−1

Di−1

preceding it. By further assuming that the transitions be-
tween actions are independent of action durations Di, we
get a Bigram model when n = 2 as follows:

G∗ = arg max P (G)P (A1|G) ·
m∏

i=2

P (Ai|Ai−1, G)

m∏

i=1

P (Di|Ai)

where nonparametric nor parametric representations of time
distribution can be used for P (Di|Ai). Initially, the goal
recognition is solely based on the prior P (Gi). After a pe-
riod of time t, the expanded action sequence is inferred
from the observations, and the goal is recognized by the
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above equation. The computational complexity is linear in
the number of goals and in the length of an action sequence.
An advantage of the proposed N-gram model is that the du-
rations of actions can be explicitly and efficiently modelled.

Experimental Evaluation
To test the validity of the model, we use the environment
shown in Figure 1 as our testbed. The environment is mod-
elled as a space of 99 states, each representing a 2-meter
grid cell. Using the device driver and API we developed, the
signals from base stations were recorded by an IBM laptop
with a standard wireless Ethernet card. In our experiment, 8
out of 25 base stations were selected such that their signals
occurred frequently and their signal-strength values were the
strongest on average. We first collected 100 samples at each
state, one per second, and these samples are used to estimate
the sensor model. Then we collected about 570 traces for 19
goals of a professor’s behavior in the office area.
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Figure 4: Behavior Recognition Example Using Four Out of
the 19 Goals in Our Experiment

Figure 4 illustrates the recognition process of one trace
belonging to the goal ”Seminar-in-Room1”, with respect to
three other goals among the 19 goals. As shown in the fig-
ure, at the beginning, the probabilities of goals “Seminar-
in-Room1”, “Print-at-Room1” and “Seminar-in-Room2” are
approximately equal since their starting points are the same,
e.g. the office. However, one interesting point is that, at time
point A, the probability of “Return-to-Office” is not equal
to zero although its starting point is quite different from the
other three goals. This is because the sensor model domi-
nates the recognition result at the beginning since no much
historic movement information can be used for smoothing
at this point. As a result, it is unreliable to perform goal
recognition solely based on the current location estimated
from noisy signals. As time moves on, the probabilities of
“Seminar-in-Room1” and “Print-in-Room1” increase when
the user begins to take the action “Walk-in-HW4” at time
point B.

A user’s behavior patterns are often inherently ambigu-
ous. Consider two goals happening in the same location such
as “Seminar-in-Room1” and “Print-in-Room1”. Since they
can neither be distinguished based on the current location

nor on the historic movement, a time-duration variable is
introduced to distinguish them. For example, the time of
attending a seminar is much longer than that of fetching
some material from a printer. Therefore, the probability of
“Seminar-in-Room1” is higher than “Print-in-Room1” only
after a certain period of time. After time point C, the prob-
ability of “Seminar-in-Room1” is always the highest. Fol-
lowing (Blaylock & Allen 2003), we refer to time point C as
a convergence point, and the recognition process after C is
considered to converge.

To evaluate our experimental results, we use the following
evaluation criteria (Blaylock & Allen 2003).
• Efficiency: Efficiency is measured in terms of the average

processing time for each observation in our on-line goal
recognition.

• Accuracy: For a certain goal, accuracy is defined as the
number of correct recognition divided by the total number
of recognition.

• Convergence rate: When applied to a specific goal, this
criterion indicates the average number of observations, af-
ter which a recognized goal converges to the correct an-
swer, over the average number of observations for those
traces which converge. It measures how fast the recogni-
tion process of a goal converges to the correct answer.
We ran our experiments by doing a three-fold cross-

validation over the collected traces. Figure 5 compares the
inference efficiency of the whole DBN solution with that of
the DBN+Bigram approach. Here sampling interval refers
to the time interval during which the received signal-strength
values are accumulated as one sample. Therefore, the length
of traces decrease as the sampling interval increases. As
shown in Figure 5, for both the whole DBN solution and the
DBN+Bigram approach, the processing time for each obser-
vation decreases as the sampling interval increases. How-
ever, the DBN+Bigram approach is more efficient than the
whole DBN solution for each sampling interval.
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Figure 5: Comparison about the Average Processing Time
for Each Observation

Table 2 shows the average recognition accuracy over 19
goals of the whole DBN and DBN+Bigram with respect to
the sampling interval. The average accuracy decreases as the
sampling interval increases. This is because when the sam-
pling interval increases, the signal-strength values within a
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longer period of time will be accumulated into one observa-
tion corresponding to one time slice in the trace. This weak-
ens the discriminative power of signals towards different lo-
cations, which in turn reduces the recognition accuracy. As
can be seen from Table 2, the accuracy of DBN+Bigram is
comparable to that of DBN.

Interval (s) 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
Whole DBN (%) 89.5 87.1 84.2 75.4 71.9

DBN+Bigram (%) 90.5 83.2 82.1 74.7 72.6

Table 2: Comparison about the Recognition Accuracy

Table 3 compares the convergence rate of the whole DBN
solution with that of the DBN+Bigram approach. Due to the
limited space, we only list the convergence rates of three
goals and the average convergence rate of 19 goals. As
can be seen from Table 3, the average convergence rate of
DBN+Bigram is also comparable to that of DBN.

Whole DBN DBN+Bigram
Entrance3-to-Office 65.4% 71.5%

Entrance1-to-Entrance3 82.3% 82.0%
Seminar-at-Room2 84.0% 82.2%

Average 75.4% 76.2%

Table 3: Comparison about the Convergence Rate

Conclusions and Future Work
We addressed the problem of inferring a user’s high-level
goals from low-level noisy signals in a complex indoor en-
vironment using an RF-based wireless network. We first
model this problem based on the DBN framework. Then we
propose a novel two-level architecture: in the low level, a
DBN is used to infer the actions from signals; in the high
level, an N-gram is used to infer the user’s goals from ac-
tions. The experiments demonstrate that the two-level ap-
proach is more efficient than the whole DBN solution while
the accuracy is comparable.

Our work can be extended in several directions. In this pa-
per we assume that a user carrying out a sequence of actions
is only aiming at achieve a single goal. However, a user can
accomplish multiple goals within a single sequence of ac-
tions. In addition, we also wish to explore how to detect
different behavior patterns of multiple users through plan
recognition (Devaney & Ram 1998).
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